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An intimate look at the people of the prairies in Manitoba, Saskatchewan, and Alberta – who
they are, how they live, what makes them a breed apartThe prairies are Robert Collins’s spiritual
home. He was born and raised on a Saskatchewan farm, but spent most of his adult life living
elsewhere. Now he returns to his homeland to pay homage to the special character of the
people who live in this unique region of Canada.Prairie People is an absorbing combination of
stories, anecdotes, and touches of history told in the voices of ordinary people and linked by the
author’s own narrative and memories. It explores the characteristics that define these people to
themselves and to the rest of Canada. Prairie people are clearly not all alike: city and town
dwellers differ from farmers, farmers from ranchers, ranchers and cowboys from oilmen. But
many of the stereotypes are true. They are defiantly pessimistic. They believe they are tougher
than everybody else. They are uncommonly independent and self-reliant.In this sympathetic yet
realistic portrait, Collins looks at where the original settlers of the prairies came from. He
describes how nature shaped them, and how hard work through good times and bad toughened
them. He finds evidence of their legendary friendliness and neighbourliness. And he seeks to
understand their deep attachment either to the left and right in politics and their unifying distrust
of “Central Canada.”

From the Inside FlapAn intimate look at the people of the prairies in Manitoba, Saskatchewan,
and Alberta – who they are, how they live, what makes them a breed apartThe prairies are
Robert Collins’s spiritual home. He was born and raised on a Saskatchewan farm, but spent
most of his adult life living elsewhere. Now he returns to his homeland to pay homage to the
special character of the people who live in this unique region of Canada.Prairie People is an
absorbing combination of stories, anecdotes, and touches of history told in the voices of
ordinary people and linked by the author’s own narrative and memories. It explores the
characteristics that define these people to themselves and to the rest of Canada. Prairie people
are clearly not all alike: city and town dwellers differ from farmers, farmers from ranchers,
ranchers and cowboys from oilmen. But many of the stereotypes are true. They are defiantly
pessimistic. They believe they are tougher than everybody else. They are uncommonly
independent and self-reliant.In this sympathetic yet realistic portrait, Collins looks at where the
original settlers of the prairies came from. He describes how nature shaped them, and how hard
work through good times and bad toughened them. He finds evidence of their legendary
friendliness and neighbourliness. And he seeks to understand their deep attachment either to
the left and right in politics and their unifying distrust of “Central Canada.”From the Hardcover
edition. --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.From the Back CoverAn intimate
look at the people of the prairies in Manitoba, Saskatchewan, and Alberta - who they are, how



they live, what makes them a breed apartThe prairies are Robert Collins's spiritual home. He
was born and raised on a Saskatchewan farm, but spent most of his adult life living elsewhere.
Now he returns to his homeland to pay homage to the special character of the people who live in
this unique region of Canada."Prairie People is an absorbing combination of stories, anecdotes,
and touches of history told in the voices of ordinary people and linked by the author's own
narrative and memories. It explores the characteristics that define these people to themselves
and to the rest of Canada. Prairie people are clearly not all alike: city and town dwellers differ
from farmers, farmers from ranchers, ranchers and cowboys from oilmen. But many of the
stereotypes are true. They are defiantly pessimistic. They believe they are tougher than
everybody else. They are uncommonly independent and self-reliant.In this sympathetic yet
realistic portrait, Collins looks at where the original settlers of the prairies came from. He
describes how nature shaped them, and how hard work through good times and bad toughened
them. He finds evidence of their legendary friendliness and neighbourliness. And he seeks to
understand their deep attachment either to the left and right in politics and their unifying distrust
of "Central Canada.""From the Hardcover edition.--This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition
edition.About the AuthorRobert Collins grew up in rural Saskatchewan during the Depression in
conditions described in his renowned best-seller Butter Down the Well. He has served as editor
of the Imperial Oil Review and has written for Maclean’s, the Star Weekly, Toronto Life, and has
more recently travelled the country writing major articles for Reader’s Digest. His most recent
published book is You Had To Be There, a history of his own over-65 generation. Prairie People
is his fifteenth book. --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.Read more
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SadieCONTENTSCoverOther Books by This AuthorTitle
PageCopyrightDedicationPrefaceIntroductionI When the Prairie Casts Its SpellII How
Nature Shapes ThemIII BeginningsIV Bad Old DaysV A Kinder, Gentler
PlaceVI People of the SoilVII The Prairie TownVIII City LightsIX Food for Body and
SoulX FaithXI Tales of the Oil PatchXII The Third SolitudeXIII Those Who Went
AwayXIV How Do We Hate the East? Let Us Count the
WaysXV TomorrowEpilogueSourcesAcknowledgementsMore Prairie PeoplePREFACEThis
book has been a labour of love and a mountain of labour.It aims to describe and define the 5.1
million people of the three prairie provinces: how they live, how they feel about themselves –
their loves, hopes, hates, fears, values – and how they feel about the rest of Canada. In
particular, it explores and explains the prairies’ century-old distrust of and disenchantment with
the Centre.Most important, it is an homage to what the University of Regina’s Dr. John Conway
calls “a region hard to understand” and an effort to dispel some of the fallacies and
misunderstandings of the West.“West,” for my purposes, refers to the prairies only. After settling
on that definition, I discovered that the eminent Calgary-born historian G.F.G. Stanley took the
same tack more than thirty years ago in his essay “The Western Canadian Mystique.”“Western
Canada means that region lying between the Canadian shield on the east and the Rocky



Mountains on the west,” wrote Stanley (who died in 2002). “More specifically the area with which
I am concerned includes the great plains, that vast expanse of treeless prairie, bright sunshine
and relentless wind, split by dry water courses called coulees, and drained by the Saskatchewan
and Red Rivers and their tributaries, both systems emptying into Hudson Bay.…”This region is
my original and spiritual home. I was born and raised on a Saskatchewan farm. After the Second
World War, I attended the University of Saskatchewan. Further studies and jobs took me east,
but for five years I lived in Calgary and Winnipeg, patrolling all three provinces as Western editor
of Maclean’s magazine. Since then I have returned more than a hundred times to write about, or
simply be in, the prairie.Calgary writer, editor, and critic George Melnyk says “prairie” is an
outdated concept. “ ‘Prairie’ is such a geographic term, such an agricultural term, such a land-
based term,” he told me over a brew in the Second Cup. “It’s a nostalgic idea, a romantic idea. It
was a real idea a hundred years ago. But who’s pioneering the land now?”
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outdated concept. “ ‘Prairie’ is such a geographic term, such an agricultural term, such a land-
based term,” he told me over a brew in the Second Cup. “It’s a nostalgic idea, a romantic idea. It
was a real idea a hundred years ago. But who’s pioneering the land now?”He has a point, but the
prairie-province concept isn’t going away. The physical nature of the land remains a powerful
reality. Anyone driving between Saskatoon and Regina, or Edmonton and Medicine Hat, will find
no finer display of prairie (from the Old French praerie for “meadowland”) on earth. And even as
Melnyk and I spoke, a gale-force west wind was whooping through Calgary, heading unimpeded
over the flatland all the way to Saskatchewan.As in any writing on contemporary times, change
is a great hazard: people dying, people moving, statistics lagging. Toronto trendies may even
have stopped wearing black before this is published. If change has caught up with any of my
subjects when you read this, I can only say, “This is how they were.”For this task I travelled
nineteen thousand miles over two and a half years, talked or corresponded with 280 men,
women, and children, browsed 142 books and studies, drew on seventy years of memories, yet
have barely scratched the tip of the subject or a fraction of the population. With these caveats, I
hope you will find here an honest portrait of a distinct and durable people – and will come to
know them better.INTRODUCTION“Who Are Those Guys?”To the average Eastern infidel
barrelling down the Trans-Canada Highway, the prairie is a region of stupefying monotony, best
seen – or better not – from thirty-seven thousand feet. How could any sane person grow
attached to a landscape so flat, so bleak, so bland, so parched and frigid by turns? Northrop
Frye, destined to be Canada’s most eminent scholar and critic, was posted to Saskatchewan for
the summer of 1934 as a United Church student minister. “I would commit suicide without the
slightest hesitation if I thought I should have to stay out here all my life,” he wrote home to
Toronto.Probably, the visitor speculates, this hostile habitat accounts for Westerners’ quirks; why,
for instance, prairie people are continually griping about the iniquitous East when surely, deep
down, they envy it. Who would not want to be an Easterner, given the chance?Perhaps,
outsiders theorize, the harsh prairie environment also spawns those loopy protest parties,
always at the “wrong” end of the political spectrum. Perhaps it accounts for prairie “rednecks,”
famed in Eastern mythology: those whisky-guzzling, tobacco-spitting, racist, homophobic
loogans in tractor-driver caps, rifles slung in the cabs of their pickups. Are they the mutant
product of some noxious chemical riding the everlasting wind?It is all too puzzling. As the baffled
Butch Cassidy said to the Sundance Kid when the posse kept coming and coming, so do
bemused Easterners gaze over their shoulders into the Western wilderness and wonder, “Who
are those guys?”A Region Hard to Understand“The west is a region that is hard to understand,
full of contradictions, politically uneasy, economically vulnerable, chronically unhappy,” concedes
Dr. John Conway, University of Regina professor of sociology and social studies. A big man with
thick white hair, Conway knows his prairie as well as anyone, having been born in Moose Jaw
and, after sampling other jurisdictions – earning his Ph.D. at Simon Fraser University, turning
down an Ontario job offer – settling in Regina by choice. “I think because we’re on the margins of
the country, we’ve always been more open to contemplate social, political, economic



experiments.”Contradictions indeed. If the three provinces and their people defy understanding it
is partly because there is no one prairie, nor single definitive prairie person. Consider, first, the
geography. Less than half the region is the legendary flatland so cherished by calendar artists,
CanLit novelists, and CBC producers. Even the actual plains country is a medley of buttes,
coulees, and gently rolling hills, full of subtle splendour for those who care to look.The ability to
see magnificence in the minuscule is a special trait of prairie people, and in their affection for the
land they reveal themselves. “There’s not a more beautiful landscape in the world,” says
university teacher Sigrid Eyre of Saskatoon. “My relatives from overseas say it’s so boring. How
can they not see it? The sky is always changing. The green and the long vistas of yellow wheat
and Canola … I just love it! One time when we came back from Vancouver and got to Calgary I
just ran into the fields!”
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based term,” he told me over a brew in the Second Cup. “It’s a nostalgic idea, a romantic idea. It
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is partly because there is no one prairie, nor single definitive prairie person. Consider, first, the
geography. Less than half the region is the legendary flatland so cherished by calendar artists,
CanLit novelists, and CBC producers. Even the actual plains country is a medley of buttes,
coulees, and gently rolling hills, full of subtle splendour for those who care to look.The ability to
see magnificence in the minuscule is a special trait of prairie people, and in their affection for the
land they reveal themselves. “There’s not a more beautiful landscape in the world,” says
university teacher Sigrid Eyre of Saskatoon. “My relatives from overseas say it’s so boring. How
can they not see it? The sky is always changing. The green and the long vistas of yellow wheat
and Canola … I just love it! One time when we came back from Vancouver and got to Calgary I
just ran into the fields!”My favourite English professor at the University of Saskatchewan was
Edward A. McCourt, awesomely literate but with a saving wry humour. Much as we gauche
undergraduates of 1947 admired him, we thought him rather a dry stick. True, he had published
a novel, Music at the Close. But we didn’t dream that this balding old fellow (he was forty) was
just entering his creative prime, that he would write innumerable critiques, articles, contributions
to anthologies, and more books, including Saskatchewan, possibly the best non-fiction account
ever about the prairie.With a passion that we never knew was in him, McCourt described his
region: “Everywhere there are things to be seen and felt that exalt or soothe the sensitive spirit:
crocuses spreading a mauve mist along railway embankments before the last patch of dirty grey
snow has melted; wheatfields merging into a wave-surface green or golden ocean.… And the
occasional vista – from the top of a ridge or butte or even a grain elevator – when a man sees all
the kingdoms of the earth stretched out at his feet and feels himself a creature of utter
insignificance in the sum of things or else the very centre of the universe.”Ken Mitchell of Regina,
an English professor, author, and playwright, echoes McCourt’s devotion. In his younger years
Mitchell left Moose Jaw to live in London, Toronto, Beijing, Edinburgh, Cambridge, and the
Greek islands, but wandering merely whetted his appetite for home. “If I retire, I won’t be going
much farther than Fort Qu’Appelle. The depopulation of Saskatchewan doesn’t bother me at all –
just creates more space for the rest of us. I love the open nature of the landscape and the
people, the culture of risk taking, and the opportunity to ride horses across the
grasslands.”Perhaps the most heartfelt tribute comes from a man one might assume to be
pragmatic, former Alberta premier Peter Lougheed, who has dealt in hard facts and tough issues
all his adult life. When I asked how he felt about the West, I didn’t expect so fervent an answer.“I
love this part of the world so much,” he said. “I love it because of the friendliness of the people. I
love it because there is opportunity and everybody works hard. I love it because we care about
our neighbour and help our neighbour. I love it because of the beauty of it. I would not want to
live anywhere else.”Would that travellers hastening through could see McCourt’s or Lougheed’s
prairie. Would that the doubters could understand that the three provinces together cover
758,000 square miles – more area than either of Quebec or Ontario – and that any one of them
is bigger than Nova Scotia, New Brunswick, and Prince Edward Island combined.Or realize that
three-fifths of Manitoba is Precambrian Shield with treeless tundra and permafrost in its northern



extremities; that half of Saskatchewan and Alberta are forested; that across the top of both
provinces, the Athabasca sand dunes stand up to ten feet high.Or know that 10 per cent of this
virtually landlocked region is water: countless lakes and a dozen sizable rivers. (When Art
Hopfner moved with his parents from parched Saskatchewan to Ste. Rose du Lac, Manitoba, in
1935, and laid eyes on his first lake, he thought they’d reached the ocean.)Like the land, the
people are wildly disparate. They are Canada’s true melting pot.“A lot of people came here
escaping other places,” says James Carr, president of the Business Council of Manitoba, whose
parents fled the pogroms of the Ukraine. “In my speeches I often play this game with the
audience. I say, ‘Where were your parents in 1867 when Canada became a nation?’ And in any
group of a hundred, within twenty seconds I can get between ten and twenty countries.”“Toronto
‘discovered’ multiculturalism in the last thirty years,” adds Alberta-born Preston Manning. “It was
part of the West from the beginning.”And still is. A majority of Manitobans and Saskatchewanites
have German, Ukrainian, French, Austrian, Scandinavian, aboriginal, or Filipino roots. Alberta
has a strong contingent of American backgrounds, as well as some German, Ukrainian, French,
Dutch, Scandinavian, and Polish. StatsCan figures released in January 2003 (with so many
subcategories as to defy understanding) show a latter-day surge of immigrants into Ontario. This
brought forth fresh boasts of ethnic diversity, yet Ontario still has more people originating from
the British Isles than have any of the prairie provinces.A Magical HoldAgriculture is still a
sentimental prairie favourite. The land exerts a magical hold on most of us. In 1912, seven years
after Alberta and Saskatchewan were born, my father homesteaded on the prairie. Long after,
when the farmhouse was abandoned and rotting, I retrieved from the tattered outbuildings an old
ploughshare from the horse-drawn plough he used to break the sod. I keep it on a wall to remind
me of where I began.“There is a sentimental attachment to the land, even in the urban prairies,”
Preston Manning agrees. “It is very much a part of the prairie mentality.”Yet agriculture now
accounts for only 3 to 7 per cent of the provincial domestic product. Farmers, ranchers, and
villagers make up only 25 per cent of the population. More than 63 per cent of Saskatchewan
residents, 72 per cent of Manitobans, and 80 per cent of Albertans are urban dwellers. Another
myth destroyed.It is a literate population. Public libraries in the major prairie cities, especially
Saskatoon, Regina, Calgary, and Edmonton, consistently stand high, if not at the top, on lists of
Canadian library users. Ottawa-based columnist Roy MacGregor, an Easterner of exquisite good
taste, wrote in a paean to the middle prairie province, “Anyone who knows this country knows
that … people from Saskatchewan are the very last Canadians able to recite poetry from
memory.”So, prairie people are nothing like their well-worn image. They’re different. But watch
how you say that, pardner.“A Different Type”In November 2000, safe in the embrace of a friendly
New Brunswick audience, Jean Chrétien indulged in a bit of Alberta baiting. People of that
province, he said, “they are a different type.”Albertans rose up in high dudgeon. While Chrétien
and his spin doctors tried to extract his foot from his mouth, everyone from Joe Clark to Ralph
Klein stomped on him. Westerners are different, and proud of it, but not because a Liberal prime
minister says so.Looking West, a 2001 study by the Canada West Foundation, a Calgary-based



public-policy research institute, asked respondents if they thought the West was “a distinct
region, different in many ways from the rest of Canada.” Nearly 87 per cent of Saskatchewan folk
agreed, as did 84.2 per cent of Albertans. Even Manitobans, who tend to keep a toe in Eastern
Canada, went along with it by 78.4 per cent.“There’s this political gap between the West and the
rest of Canada,” says Regina professor Dr. John Conway. “Central Canada sees the West as
curious, outlandish, and redneck. And the West sees Central Canada as unfeeling,
unreasonable, deaf.”There are common denominators across the country, of course. The
prairies, for all their pastoral image, have crime. A recent survey placed Saskatchewan with the
highest overall crime rate per capita among the provinces (some of the territories are
higher).They gamble. Clients of thirty-five prairie casinos pour millions into provincial coffers.
Anti-gambling factions are deeply concerned about the resultant human misery. A study by the
Pembina Institute of Drayton Valley, Alberta, found that Albertans wagered thirteen billion dollars
on gambling of all kinds in a recent year. Nearly 90 per cent of the population gambles to some
extent, but 112,000 of them wager close to twenty thousand dollars each.Prairie families are
enmeshed in the Internet. Albertans (tied with British Columbians) hold first place nationally in
Net usage: 65 per cent of its households (most with children under eighteen) are glued to the
monitor in a given year. Prairie youth also use drugs, hold raves, and gobble junk food, and they
are as verbally challenged – “Like, I mean, y’know?” – as any in Vancouver or Toronto. In Regina
a young woman in a sleek red car stops beside me at a light, eyes glazed as the familiar thump,
thump, thump of mind-numbing music hammers her skull, my skull, and skulls in the next street.
Just like back in Hogtown.Maybe, a generation hence, when today’s prairie youth grow up
completely blended and blanded by television, the Internet, and video games, they will be part of
one homogeneous Canadian mass.But not yet.The Differences WithinBeyond the common
denominators, Saskatchewanites and Manitobans aren’t much alike, and Albertans are different
again. McCourt called Manitoba only “halfway plains country … her heart – so many truculent
true-blue westerners affirm – yearns toward Ontario.” In truth, Manitoba seems to hate Ottawa a
little less; in 2000 it elected twice as many federal Liberals (six) as the other two combined.“I
think, to paraphrase Wilfrid Laurier, the twenty-first century belongs to the West,” Preston
Manning told me. “But you have to be careful about generalizing. We’re going to have to work to
ensure that Manitoba and Saskatchewan don’t become a kind of have-not no man’s land
between Alberta and the East.”There is a calm and dignity in Manitoba, perhaps from its age,
perhaps from its stability. Over and over Manitobans recite the mantra “We don’t have booms,
but we don’t have busts either.” Many of my interviewees called it a “comfortable” place to live.
“We’re more like the turtle than the hare,” says Lieutenant Governor Peter Liba.“Maybe,” sums up
David Friesen, president of a nationally known printing firm in Altona, “Manitoba is like a
comfortable old shoe.”Alberta moves within a bubble of ebullience and well-being. According to
the United Nations Human Development Index, the average life expectancy in Alberta is seventy-
nine years, third after Prince Edward Island and first-place B.C. The Albertans are tied with
(curses!) Ontario. It’s the best place to have a heart attack. Across Canada 19.2 per cent of



stroke patients and 12.6 per cent of heart-attack patients die within a month of admission to
hospital, says the Canadian Institute for Health Information. In Alberta those rates drop by
almost half.Its population, around three million, is about nine hundred thousand more than the
other two provinces combined – in part because large numbers of Saskatchewanites and lesser
numbers of Manitobans migrate there.“You drive back here into Saskatchewan from Alberta,”
Donna Beach of Morse says wistfully, “and suddenly lights in the country are no longer visible.”
Once, those hundreds of pinpoint lights signified farms and villages, now dwindling or
gone.Albertans, with a big assist from oil, are wealthier. “The amount of money washing around
this city is almost obscene,” says Calgarian Jim Gray, co-founder and former chairman of
Canadian Hunter Exploration. In 1998 Alberta families earned $52,388 after taxes, about $2,500
above the national average. Saskatchewan and Manitoba families earned $43,407 and $45,373
respectively. Single Albertans took home $22,318 after tax, again higher than the national
average of $21,067. Saskatchewan singles earned $19,096; Manitobans, $19,064.Alberta
householders spend on average $62,090 a year, just a few hundred less than wealthy Ontarians
and several hundred above the national average. (This does not necessarily mean they are
better off: each Albertan on average carries a debt load of $21,172, and the cost of servicing
that debt, $2,257, exceeds each of their single household expenditures except taxes.)Albertans
pay no sales tax, so their less fortunate neighbours often drop by to load up on tax-free
appliances. Saskatchewanites add ruefully that they instantly know when they cross the border
driving home: their tires go brrrmp-brrrmp over inferior roads.Alberta’s population is Canada’s
youngest. Only 10.1 per cent of its people are eligible for old-age pension, compared to the
national 12.5 per cent. Next door, 14.5 per cent of Saskatchewan people and 13.5 per cent of
Manitobans are sixty-five or older.Probably because of their prosperity and American influence,
Albertans tend to be flamboyant and aggressive. “Alberta will take a fling on a new idea,”
Manning says. “Sometimes it will be disastrous. Novelty seems to cut more ice with
Albertans.”Americans came to the province in three main contingents: ranchers during the
1880s, dry-land farmers, notably Mormons, around the turn of the twentieth century, and oil
workers and executives in the post-Leduc boom after 1947.“When the oil industry got going
there were more Americans in Calgary than any other city outside of the United States,” says Jim
Gray. “This industry was almost 100 per cent Americans when it got started. Now it’s not, but to
this day we have as much dialogue or discourse with Denver and Houston and Dallas as we do
with Toronto and Montreal, because that’s the oil-gas alley.”You’d expect Albertans to be
brimming with optimism, and once they were. But in “Looking West 2003,” the latest Canada
West Foundation survey, only 37 per cent of Albertans – compared to 57 per cent in 2001 –
expect their province to be better off within five years. They are now only slightly more hopeful
than Manitobans. Meanwhile, Saskatchewan optimism, while still ranking third, jumped 10 per
cent in two years.Why? Loleen Berdahl, author of “Looking West 2003,” guesses that Alberta’s
new caution may reflect uncertainty over the economy, including fears that the Kyoto Accord, if
passed, would destroy the province’s economy.At the same time, she says, “I think there is



growing recognition that the Saskatchewan economy is more than just agricultural.” Even so,
Saskatchewan still needs a dose of self-esteem.“We have such a negative attitude in
Saskatchewan,” complains Mossbank farmer Warren Jolly. “It’s a have-not attitude.”“Nobody
wants to be better than the other guy,” adds his wife, Paula.“If you’re a successful farmer you do
your best to hide that,” Warren says, warming to his theme. “You do not want to look successful.
You don’t want to brag. A farmer here who has more than one employee is not well-thought-of in
the area.”“I notice huge differences between here and Alberta,” agrees Cal Johnston, Regina’s
police chief, back in his home province after serving as chief in Calgary. “I had this very
discussion on a planning committee for the 2003 Regina anniversary. I said we really can’t
expect other people to think well of us or hold us in high regard if we don’t first know who we are
and what we stand for.”There is reason for Saskatchewan’s malaise. Population is declining at an
alarming rate: fifteen thousand people left the province in 2001. “The loss is calamitous, the
conclusion inescapable,” wrote Saskatoon StarPhoenix columnist Les MacPherson.
“Saskatchewan is dying.”But by no means dead. Calgary writers Don Braid and Sydney Sharpe
described Saskatchewan as “the gentlest and perhaps the most civilized of the western
provinces.” Globe and Mail columnist Roy MacGregor has nominated it Canada’s best place to
live – based on its high ratio of volunteerism, charitable giving, and community involvement.“This
province has always been more humanitarian,” agrees John Conway. “We’re committed to
culture. The humanitarian connection, the willingness to listen to arguments about how civil
society ought to be better organized, to be fairer and more just – Saskatchewan’s always been
more open to that.”Saskatchewan, suggests Manning, is also “the province of sober second
thought.” But innovative, not boring, thought: it is Canada’s cradle of socialism and of medicare,
and spawned two of our most charismatic politicians – Tommy Douglas and John
Diefenbaker.Yet Alberta seems to get all the breaks. Which province bears the dubious honour
of dandruff capital of the world? Manitoba – or so says a Cincinnati company that researches
use of shampoo (we’re still scratching our heads over that).Who are the second-fattest people in
the nation (after the corpulent citizens of St. Catharines, Ontario)? Reginans, says StatsCan.
And the whole province is on the chubby side: a separate study – using the body mass index,
which relates weight to height – found that 59.4 per cent of Saskatchewan folks are overweight
or obese, a couple of points above Manitobans and roughly 10 per cent above the national
average. And wouldn’t you know: smug Albertans were just a nudge above the national average
(thanks to their svelte women, only 40 per cent of whom are bursting out of their slacks).Clean
scalps and trim waistlines aren’t everything. Albertans smash up their cars at the highest rate in
Canada. (Many parts of the world ban the use of cellphones while driving – they cause accidents
– but in Alberta a bill to ban them in 2002 was shot down in the legislature. M.L.A.s called it a
violation of rights.)Albertans are also the country’s third-biggest polluters (after Quebec and
Ontario, the major offender). Their “ecological footprint” – the amount of land and resources
needed to satisfy their lifestyles – is 10.7 hectares (26.4 acres) per person, fourth-largest in the
world (after the United Arab Emirates, Singapore, and the United States). The Canadian average



is 7.7 hectares per person.
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Marilyn Skinner Lanier, “This book reads like a novel. This book reads like a novel. Such
interesting stories about people in the three "prairie provinces" -- Alberta, Saskatchewan, &
Manitoba. The stories are enlivened by the rich history of each province, with the cultural and
economic dynamics woven in. I learned so much about the Canadian landscape in these areas
of Western Canada, and enjoyed drawing parallels with the history of the American West,
especially in the 20th and 21st centuries. Thanks to the author for his outstanding research.”

Marion Kelch, “Excellent book. A great book if you like to read about the Prairies. I couldn't put it
down.”

The book by Robert Collins has a rating of  5 out of 5.0. 2 people have provided feedback.
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